FAQ’s
What is EFTN’s FAXTellerPLUS?
FAXTellerPLUS is a brand new way for
businesses to participate in remote
deposit capture by using a standard
fax machine with absolutely no
hardware equipment or software to
purchase or download.
Why should financial institutions
implement EFT Network’s
FAXTellerPLUS program?
You can use our FAXTellerPLUS
program to win new business. Plus
you will develop a reputation as
being an innovative bank.
What types of checks can be
processed?
Any type of domestic check, money
order, travelers check, or official
check with a MICR line.
How will FAXTellerPLUS help our
customers?
Your customers will enjoy the ease
and convenience of making deposits
without driving to the bank, saving
money on transportation costs and
on equipment.

Faster access to cash and
fewer trips to the bank.
You should know your bank but you can certainly cut down
on your visits. We know that
you need to work as efficiently
as possible, and driving to the
bank to make deposits can
get very expensive and just
isn’t a productive use of time.
That’s why we recommend
our new cost savings service,
FAXTellerPLUS™ to deposit
checks conveniently at your
place of business. It’s easy,
secure and efficient.
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FAXTellerPLUS™

small business banking and
home deposit solution.

Financial Institutions can sign up with
EFT Network to offer FAXTellerPLUS to
business banking customers and as a
home deposit solution for consumers.
This patent pending technology, the
first of its kind, is a brand new way
for business banking customers and
consumers with low check volume, (30
checks per day or less), to participate
in Remote Deposit Capture by using a
standard fax machine.

Customized Bank Package
If you decide to use FAXTellerPLUS,
EFT Network can customize our
FAXTellerPLUS documents with your
bank logo, name and product name!

Benefits for your Bank:
• Retain current customers
• Win new business
• Increase deposits
• Develop reputation as being
an innovative bank
If your bank doesn’t have a low check
volume deposit system in place, we
can get you started with FAXTellerPLUS
TODAY.

customized
for your bank!

How It Works.
Place up to
three checks
inside the check
carriers, fax the
front and back
of the checks to
EFT Network’s
dedicated fax
number. The
check carriers are customizable
and contain unique identifiers with
both depositor and depository
bank information. A confirmation
fax is sent back to the originating
fax machine or an e-mail is sent
each day with your deposit total.

Benefits for your
customers
No Equipment
All that is needed
is a fax machine,
check carriers and
our dedicated fax
number.
Eliminate Expensive
Scanners
No expensive
scanners to
purchase or lease.

Secure Check Transmission
The check carrier contain unique
identifiers with both depositor and the
depository bank information.
Reduce Bank Visits
Saves your customers unnecessary trips
to the bank for daily deposits.
Electronic Deposits
Improves cash flow and simplifies
deposits for faster funds availability.
View Deposits
24/7 access to view all check images
and reports on your deposits by fax,
email or online.

